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Deities:  Vedic  literature is primarily religious. Therefore , in relation to the religious beliefs of this age, one gets to know

them very clearly. The Aryans of that period worshiped various gods.

There were many such deities like Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni, Yama, etc., for whom they used to follow many different laws

to satisfy and satisfy.

The concept of one God  , the creator, maintainer and guardian of the world , probably developed later, and in the beginning

the Aryans worshiped the various forces of nature as gods and worshiped them.We see many forces in nature.

Rain, sunshine, winter, heat all happen according to one rule. These natural forces must also have a presiding deity, and by

worshiping these gods, man can increase his happiness and prosperity, this idea was present in the ancient Aryans.

Keeping in view the natural condition, the gods of the Vedas can be divided into three parts: (1) The deities of the two

worlds, namely Surya, Savita, Mitra, Pusha, Vishnu, Varuna and Mitra. (2) The cosmic gods, such as Indra, Vayu , Marut

and Parjanya.

3. Prithvi -the local deities, viz., Agni, Soma and Prithvi. The different worlds of dual world, space planet and earth world The

Vedic Aryans had created various hymns and mantras in their praise, considering all the forces of nature which are visible in

the regions as deities.

Many goddesses are also mentioned in the Vedas in the form of Aditi, Usha, Saraswati etc., and many mantras have been

composed in their eulogy. Although most of the Vedic gods and goddesses are embodiments of natural forces and beings,

there are some deities who can be understood as expressions. Human beings have various feelings of reverence, manyu

(anger) etc., they have also been given a divine form in the Vedas.
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